**ENG 351 Readings in Chicano/Latino Lit -3cr**

Description: Extensive readings in American multiethnic literatures. Focus on the syncretic experience of early and recent immigrants.

Time: Tu/Th; 10:20 am - 11:40 am

Location: 112 Ernst Bessey Hall

Instructor: S. Contreras

Prerequisite: Completion of Tier I Writing requirement

---

**IAH 203 Latin America & the World (I) -4cr**

Description: Major issues in the development of Latin American societies and cultures, presented in global perspective. Influences from indigenous peoples, Europeans, Africans, and others. Organized thematically and historically, through study of written texts, literature, and the arts.

Time: Tu; 5:00 pm - 6:50 pm

Location: Hybrid - A104 Wells Hall and Online

Instructor: R. Quispe-Agnoli

Prerequisite: Completion of Tier I Writing requirement

---

**ISS 330C Latin Amer Soc Sci Persp (I) -4cr**

Description: Comparative study of geography, cultures, politics, and economies of Latin America. Diversity and change

Section 1: M/W; 3:00 pm - 4:50 pm; 105A Berkey Hall; E. Graham

Section 2: Tu/Th; 3:00 pm - 4:50 pm; 50 Union Bldg; D. Fernandez

Prerequisite: ISS 210 or ISS 215 or ISS 220 or ISS 225 or ISS 230 or ISS 235 or MC 201

---

**PRT 250 PRT for Rom Lang Speakers (II) -4cr**

Description: Continued development of listening, speaking, reading, writing skills, and cultural knowledge.

Time: M/Tu/W/Th; 3:00 pm - 3:50 pm

Location: A302 Wells Hall

Instructor: G. Ribeiro

Prerequisite: PRT 150 or PRT 102

Not open to: Stu with credit on PRT 201 or PRT 202

---

**PRT 340 Top Luso-Brazilian Lang & Cult -3cr**

Description: Cultural issues related to Portuguese-speaking countries

Time: Tu/Th; 4:10 pm - 5:30 pm

Location: 104 Giltner Hall

Instructor: M. Ribeiro

Prerequisite: PRT 202

Reenrollment info: Stu may earn a max of 9 credits

---

**SPN 342 Media and Conversation –3cr**

Description: Discussion in Spanish via journalistic and entertainment media and exposure.

Section 1: Tu/Th; 12:40 pm - 2:00 pm; 218 Ernst Bessey Hall; instructor B. VanPatten

Section 2: M/W; 10:20 am - 11:40 am; C303 Snyder Hall; instructor A. Wrobel
Section 3: Tu/Th; 10:20 am - 11:40 am; A124 Wells Hall; K. Bruenjes
Corequisite: SPN 330 concurrently
Semester Alias: SPN 340

**SPN 350 Intro Reading Hispanic Lit (W) -3cr**
Description: Close reading of poetry, drama, and prose.

Section 1: Tu; 3:00 pm - 4:50 pm; A130 Wells Hall; V, Rui Fernandez-Conde
Section 2: M/W; 10:20 am - 11:40 am; A104 Wells Hall; A. Gonzalezlanderos
Section 4: Tu/Th; 4:10 pm - 5:00 pm; A316 Wells Hall; G. Miller
Section 5: M/W; 12:40 pm - 2:00 pm; 202 Urban Plan & Land Arch Bldg; A. Wrobel
Prerequisite: (SPN 320) and completion of Tier I writing requirement

**SPN 412 Topics in Hispanic Culture -3cr**
Description: Analysis of diverse forms of cultural expression in the Spanish-speaking world.
Time: M/W; 10:20 am - 11:40 am
Location: A130 Wells Hall
Instructor: N. Marino
Prerequisite: SPN 320
Semester Alias: SPN 410

**SPN 432 Latin America and Its Lit -3cr**
Description: Survey of literature written in Spanish-speaking Latin America from the Colonial Period to the present
Section 1: M; 8:00 am - 9:50 am; A336 Wells Hall; M. Mudrovacic